We exhibit an open set of symplectic Anosov diffeomorphisms on which there are discrete "jumps" in the regularity of the unstable subbundle. It is either highly irregular almost everywhere ( ¢ ¡ only on a negligible set) or better than ¤ £ . In the latter case the Hölder exponent of the derivative is either about ¥ § ¦ © or almost 1.
. Optimal estimates and reasons for wanting them are given in [H2, HW] . They are not exceeded for a generic symplectic Anosov diffeomorphism or flow, or the geodesic flow of a generic negatively curved metric.
High regularity of the unstable subbundle is associated with rigidity. It is typically only possible in algebraic systems [HK, Gh, Kn, FK, BFL, BCG] . We illuminate a related aspect in the intermediate range of regularity. While it has been known for quite a while that moderately high finite differentiability implies infinite differentiability (if the diffeomorphism is & w ) [HK, H1, FL] , we describe circumstances where such regularity jumps occur below
& D x
. We forego the fullest generality to more clearly show the mechanism at work. The minimal level of Hölder regularity is guaranteed by standard relations between contraction and expansion rates. If the rings of the Mather spectrum are sufficiently narrow then one can apply the uniform version [HW] of the forward-matching method introduced in [H2] to show that this lowest regularity is exceeded outside a negligible set only if it is substantially higher everywhere (by [HW] the lowest regularity is generically not exceeded off a negligible set). There is also a jump to almost & x if the second regularity level is substantially exceeded. I thank Northwestern University for inspiration and for their hospitality in January 2001, when the idea for this paper occurred to me. 
Remark.
is a little smaller than
is a little larger than
The hypotheses are an open condition [P, Theorem 1] . For the last remark use symplectic perturbations of the linear map with matrix
, where
The remainder of the proof uses a simple locally-defined obstruction (3.3).
ADAPTED COORDINATES
In our situation and % $ have 3
-invariant subbundles n t
. Thus the leaves of ) is called the fast-stable distribution (foliation). There is a family of smooth local coordinates depending continuously on the point and in which the filtration of the stable leaf is given by coordinate planes [KH, Lemma A.3.16] . When is symplectic they are symplectic: 
, and
Adapted coordinates can be varied continuously with the Anosov diffeomorphism.
AN OBSTRUCTION TO HIGH REGULARITY
We use the forward-matching method [H2, HW] that detects a constraint on where is smoother than predicted from contraction and expansion rates. Assume . Accordingly, the differential of
The image of this map is unchanged when we reparametrize the preimage by
are the coordinates of Ü 6 9 Ï ª @ in the coordinate system at Ü 6 9 I @ we can thus write and is hence smooth along fast stable leaves. We will need to strengthen the conclusion of the second case. The proof has some similarity to the main argument of [H1] .
Proof. We only need that
. To get uniform convergence of the
Therefore the 
and the above estimates this gives 
. Likewise one gets higher smoothness, but we do not need it here.
SMOOTHNESS OF THE UNSTABLE SUBBUNDLE
We now show that . How to properly frame these arguments is explained carefully in [H2] and [HK] . The essence is to show that inserting a function of the desired regularity into the right hand side of the above recursion gives again a function of the same regularity, i.e., the graph transform preserves the set of subbundles of the desired regularity.
Suppose . (The absence of a multiplicative constant is not essential. It comes from our assumption on the Mather spectrum, which implicitly uses a Lyapunov metric.) Then . This concludes our description of the first regularity jump.
THE SECOND REGULARITY JUMP
Providing all details for the second regularity jump amounts to running through elaborate variants of the preceding arguments. We conclude instead with a careful description of how to implement the forward-matching method for this purpose.
Write a recursion for derivatives of Õ obtained from the graph transform method as in the proof of [H2, Proposition 2.7 ], which we previously referred to. Use this recursion to get a forward-matching constraint derived from excessive regularity of the derivative (of x only for a specific . The arguments should not depend on having only two contracting Mather rings but the presence of further rings requires more elaborate separation conditions akin to nonresonance conditions. Indeed, under the assumption of a nonstationary normal form A. Katok (unpublished) has found results along these lines.
